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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Society evolves and acculturates through the development of its

means of communication. Ri turn its means ot communication are

composed of significant symbols, and these significations assume, by

convention, the values the society has assigned to them. Thus, a high

voltage vacuum power tube commonly found in a radar set is as:Agned

the name klystron by agreement among engineers concerned with its

invention or utilization. This generic name, derived from the Greek,

then becomes a significant symbol, and is recognized by its spoken or

written name, or by its general qualifying characteristics by those

who have an interest in such things.

The extension and development of significant symbols has a second

dimension, namely that of syntax, i.e., the arrangement of symbols in

time or space. Together, significant symbols (or vocabOary),/and syntax

(or grammar), form the two basic elements of language. Communication can

take place if, and only if, there is general agreement about significant

symbols and syntax between the communicator and the receiver (19:53).

The breadth and depth of facility in communication is thus dependent on the

breadth and depth of understanding of significant symbols, and of possible

syntactical configurations in both communicator and rece:ver. This

facility with language is termed literacy, and was coined as a print

concept, but in addition to its relationship to print it has equally as

strong implications for the visual mode of communication. That mode

)7061 rs in parenthesi-77-- numbe red Taii7rices i t e
those after the colon are page numbers.
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qualifies as a language since it possesses significant symbols and

syntax.

The invention of moveable type in the mid-fifteenth century was

slightly pre-dated by the discovery of ways to print pictures and diagrams.

The capacity to replicate pictures and pictorial statements has had incalcul-

able e7fects upon knowledge and thought. This capacity should in no way

be less celebrated than the invention of the printing press. We often

think without words, that is, in imagistic ways. To translate that fleeting,

transitory montage of mental images which is creative thought into words

would be so creepingly laborious as to bankrupt the process (15:119). In

addition, each art has its own medium and each is inadequately trans-

latable into another tongue. Though superior practical importance has

been at:tached to speech because of its heavy applicqtion in daily life, the

popular impressloti that architecture, scqlpture, painting and music can be

translated into words with little Ooss is fallacious 05:ll9Ir

From the thesis Oat visuals are a language, that they are

infinitely more varied than spoken and written language with all its

permutations, and that they are the stuff and substance of creative

thought, a conclusion may be drawn. That conclusion is that just as breadth.

of vocabulary and facility with syntactical possibilities is an index of

literacy level, also, a breadth of knowledge of significant visual symbols

and their syntactical arrangement is an index of visual literacy. Out of the

entire range of visual literacy, which is still seeking its own parameters for

definition, I am concerned with film literacy and within that, specifically,
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would be as uncomprehensible to the film illiterate as the written word

is to the illiterate, a code with no way of cracking it. Continuing

up the ladder of film literacy are other rungs at which parts of a

picture are identified but no sense is made of a whole action, where

picture and reality are confused, where film conventions are misunder-

stood and are viewed disinterestedly because of it. Above these levels

are developed the capacity to interpret sophisticated symbolic vizsuals,

obscure montages, dream sequences and unusual transitional effects and

devices. (6:271)

Given that there is value in developing film literacy and

appreciation in a media dominated world, it is necessary to find out

where young persons are before we can determine how they may best

proceed up the ladder of visual literacy. It is assumed that the

subjects by the age of five will be able to identify film showing

familiar objects, be able to assemble familiar movements ilIto meaningful

actions and no longer confuse picture with reality. The hypotheses

(stated formally elsewhere) is that, as children get older they recognize

the intended meaning of specific conventional filmic transitions and

furthermore, that there is a hierarchical pattern in the frequency of

recognition of these filmic transitions. If the hypotheses are correct,

further investigation into more obscure transitions and the increasingly common

contravention of filmic conventions would be indicated. If the null

hypotheses are correct, instruction in the meaning of filmic conventions

would be indicated if viewers, of the subjects ages and background,

are to understand film at any level above the most shallow and obvious.
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Within this however, the optical fi!mic conventions, if unrecognized,

might well be omitted from simpler films produced at the local level such

as the single concept 8 millimeter type. Commercial films for screen

and television might also omit these transitions, relying primarily on

straight cuts to indicate changes in time or place and allowing the

audience to assume such changes from the contextual elements of the film.

Correct interpretation of the other transitions tested however, are

sine qua non for basic understanding of the medium.

t

12



CHAPTER II

RELATED RESEARCH

6.

Developmental sequence of symbolic perceptIon and cognition in

children.

This segment describes how children perceive and associate

symbolic elements according to Piaget's theory of child development.

Film literacy as a theoretical base, describes its place within the

developmental pattern of visual literacy, its values and its

implications for learning. Included are studies concerning how film

transitions are perceived among primitive peoples.

Effects of slickness and optical effects on learning, describes

the related studies by Neu (Penn. State: 1950), "The Effect of

Attention Gaining Devices on Film-Mediated Learning," and by Mercer

(Penn. State: 1952), "The Relationship of Optical Effect and Film

Literacy to Learning from Instructional Films."

13
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Developmental Smuence of Symbolic Perception and Cognition in Children

Piaget

Piaget, the French psychologist, likens Sensorimotor intelligence

(Sensorimotor Period 0-2 years) to a motion picture being taken and

projected very slowly so that "all the pictures are seen in succession,

...without the continuous vision necessary for understanding the whole."

(13:55)

Whereas the Sensorimotor child is limited to link:ng successive

perceptions of concrete objects and events through very brief anticipations

of the future and memories of the past, the Preoperational child (2-7

years) has access to a comprehensive representation of reality thatocan

include past, present, and future and can occur in an exceedingly short

period of time. (13:55)

The result of this extension in scope, and of a shift of interest

from action to explanation, is the development of a system of codified

symbols that can be manipulated and communicated to others. Instead of

interacting directly with the environment the child can now manipulate

symbols that represent the environment. (13:54)

This system of codified sympols is first primarily heard input,

then spoken output, then visual input, and is developmental in nature.

In each of these actions or reactions, the child drops out random and

41,

ineffective elements and is reinforced for purposive initiation or response.

In other words, he receives and transmits symbolically more effectively.

Extending his means of communication through the development of a digital
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code he learns to write, continues extending his vocabulary, learns

syntactical language conventions and manipulates digitals to express

experiences, real or imagined, to others. He operates with iconic

symbols in somewhat the same way except that he is much less frequently the

producer of pictures than he is the receiver of information from pictures.

Syntax, ocabulary and punctuation are elements in written language.

It is not unreasonable to assess their parallels in film as sequence,

scene and transition and to accept film as a language to be acqu'ired as

the spoken or written language is acquired. My question here deals with

specific elements of the fiimic symbolic code and what understanding

children of various ages have of it.

The age groups of the children from which my subjects will 1e

drwan are those in Piaget's Period of Concrete Operations (2-11 years).

Within this period are two subperiods, namely the Preoperational

Subperiod (2-7 years),and the Concrete Operations Subperiod (7-11 years).

Within each of these subperiods Piaget has observed certain activities,

certain ways of responding, and certain ways of perceiving that may be

generalizable across children within these age groups. These observations

and conclusions allow me to make certain predictions about how children will

recognize the filmic transitional elements to be tested. For example, in

the observation and evaluation of tne Preoperationa7 child's conception of

velocity, if a child observes the movement of an object through points A,

B, C, and D, he recognizes that it took more time for the object to get

from A to D than from A to B, and that it passed through point C after

point B. Thus, one might conclude that children conceive of temporal

succession and duration as do adults. However, when two objects are moved

15



simultaneously but at different velocities, though starting and stopping

at the same time, the subject will relate the distance of travel to the time,

i.e., he will not accept that their time of travel was the same since

one object went further. (13:87) Thus, transitional elements representing

time changes, such as dissolves, would probably be perceived by the

Preoperational child as real time as opposed to cinema time. Conversely,

the child in the Concrete Operations Subperiod would probably recognize such

a time lapse as being shorter in duration than the period it was meant to

represent. The Preoperational child, failing to recognize a symbolic

time lapse, would explain completed actions as having occurred in the

actual time of the film dissolve, regardless of how preposterous such

an explanation might be.

One of the differences between the adult and the Preoperational

child is the tendency to focus on the successive states of a display

rather than on the trnsformations that occur between the Iwo conditions.

When the task is to depict (by actual drawings or multiple choice selection)

the successive movements of a bar pushed over from a vertical to a horizontal

position, the childfails to indicate the intermediate positions of

the bar. (13:64) Thus, Preoperational children cannot integrate a series4

of states or conditions into a whole. In a like manner, one might predict

that Preoperational children view films in discrete segments and not as an

integrated sequence, i.e., they do not close the unexplained gaps in film

sequences as adults learn 0 do. These children may not be able to recognize

16
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that the increase in the size of an object or person on a cut has a

causative element, i.e., decrease in relative subject to camera

distance, but may rather perceive such change as an entirely new

sequence not related to the last, even though the subject is the same.

Another element of Piaget's observations which makes a prediction

possible is that of "object constancy," which is part of the process

known as "Assimilation," i.e., the notion that the "precise pattern of

cortical activity initiated by an incoming stimulus is a function not

only of the pattern of that stimulus, but also of what I. already going

on in the brain." Object constancy indicates that our perception of

objects remains the same even though changes in distance, size, shape,

brightness, angle of view and color occur. Objects are invested with

meaning in such categories as beauty, ugliness or threat. The input is

changed to fit the existing mediating process. The reverse of this

procedure is called "Accommodation" by Piaget and indicatOs the change

in the mediating process by the stimulus event, the input. (13:8)

It is reasonable to assume that exposure to television allows

the youngest children in the group to be tested (5 years of age) to

have had sufficient exposure to common objects and persons on television

and, as shown in the film clips, to recognize them even if distance,

angle and view, relative size, etc., are changed. Such is not the case

with certain foreign audiences not exposed to film such as those John

Humphrey encountered in Iran. (6:269) While such adults would have no

difficulty with "object constancy" while encountering three dimensional



objects, tdo dimensional representation of three dimensional objects

(film, pictures,
photographs, etc.,) is often another matter for those not

so exposed.

Lastly, we may consider the concept of "object permanence."

This developmental concept is the beginning of a conception of general

space, and infers that an object has a permanence beyond the child's

immediate perception of it. For example, prior to Stage Three (4-8 months)

of the Sensorimotor Period, the child begins to cry when his mother leaves

the room. In his conception she has ceased to exist merely because she

is no longer visible to him. Prior to this Stage the child would merely shift

his attention to another object or person if the element of his concern

were removed from his visual field. Now he searches for that which has been
1

absented from view. (13:24)

in the case of objects or persons being removed from view, as in a

clean exit (See p. 43), it is probably the case that children in the oge

groups to be tested will recognize that they continue to exist even though

they are no longer visible. Beyond this, whether children can suggest some

unseen action that nesolves the incompletely observed situation is the moot

point. One might predict that subjects can do this with a high degree of

success.

The observations of Humphrey and Wilson with Iranian and Africam

audiences, as will be. described more fully in section two, suggest that

a clean exit to those audiences is not an entirely satisfactory transitional

device. In the examples described, the local audiences, while they probably

18
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recognized that the subject continued to exist after he or it left the

frame, die not fully understand unless the camera followed the subject

until he or !t went beyond a natural barrier and was no longer visible.

(6:269)

Film Literacy as a Theoretical Base

In his article "Sequence in Visual Communication," Sol Worth notes

that in the early days of movies the dramatic scene was thought of as

the basic film unit. This concept was drawn from the theatre. 'The

limitations of the scenic unit were thus how much film could be held

in the camera and how long the scene would take. The next step after

single scenes was, again following the theatre, a number of single

behavior units spliced together (20:130).

In 1902, Porter found that isolated "bits" of behavior could be

interspersed in the unbroken sequence of action without any loss of

understanding. Most f!lm makers of the period felt that viltwers could

not know what was on the screen without seeiny the entire unbroken scene.

(20030)

In 1923, Serge Eisenstein defined the basic unit of film as the shot.

He proposed that thesis plus antithesis derives sythesis, i.e., idea plus w

Wee in juxtaposition equals a new idea. (20:131)

Pudovkin, in 1927, suggested "parallel structure," "contrast,"

"similarity" and "recurrence of theme" as filmic elements, and in 1960

Kracauer defined structural units and described film as an art "composed of

moving, transcending, and verbally inexpressible entities." (20:131)
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This has led us to Spottiswoode, Hodgkinson etc., who have talked

in terms of film language but without develophIg a cohesive body of

requirements governing syntax and grammar. New hypotheses concerning

film as the language of communication have been put forth. Such proposals

do not find it necessary to define film as a language following linguistic

requirements. Rather other definitions and parameters have been evolved

(20:132)

Film language then, consists of "a set of rules describing the

interaction of specified elements, the operations of these elements, and

the cognit:ve representations of them, in sequence." (20:133)

Worth defines five parameters: nimage in motion
"
over time in space

with sequence--including as an overlay a matrix of sound, color, smell,

taste, and other as yet unknown technological or sensory stimuli." ",(20:133)

The videme is the generic; name for the "photographic image event that

can be seen and that is accepted by viewers as something that represents

the world." (20:133)

"The cademe, or camera shot is a continuous strip of film depicting

a continuous photographic image event, i.e., th_it film segment coming

between depress8on and release of the camera trigger." (20:134)

The edeme, or editing shot is that rt.sultailt segment of the cademe

left when segments not to be used are cut out, (20:134)

"Motion and space are parameters along which this basic elementthe

videme--may vary." (20:134)

"Motion is a parameter that can be measured both internally, within

20
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the element, and externally, imposed upon the element." Camera movements

are examples of external movement; movements of subjects within the videme

are internal movements. (20:135)

"Space is a parameter referring to the size and position of objects

in relation to the spatial bounds of the screen." (20:135)

Time, is a "parameter related to the videme in motion and space and

to the sequence of edemes." It is "internal anS real when it is a function

of the videme and external and apparent %/her; it is a function of the

sequence." (20:136)

Sequence enables external time to be apparent. In other words the

sequencing of edemes lends itself to manipulation such that the time.we

infer from screen action bears little relation to actual elapsed time.

(20:136)

Worth considers the four parametersimage, space, motion, and time--

to be "the study of the semantics of the language," and sequence to be
Ir

thought of as related to the syntactic content of the language. (20:137)

One interesting experiment Worth conducted concerns the showing of

filmed geometric shapes (big centered triangle; big centered circle; small,

cornered triangle; and small, cornered circle) in various orders and

connected by cuts, fade-out, fade-in and dissolves. A seven-point semantic

differential scale developed an evaluation among the subjects that "dissolves

are more amorphous, more interesting and more sensitive than cuts." Thus,

the experiment "tends to confirm the psychological reality of the elements

and operations defined, and it also tends to confirm specific predictions
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Prfiech. I. kis stwdo, "Stfwitv al Analysis of Motion Pictures as

. between two classes of infoviation.

First is digital information that includes words and numbers. These

arc usualiy socially agreed upon and arbitrary and are manipulable

according to fixed rules. Digitals are discrete and serial and are

rarely presented simultaneously. Secondly,is information termed

analogic which is everything else ard is characterized by being continuous

and simultaneous. (14:380)

in addition, we encode what we attend to, which is, of course, only

a fraction of that which is in our environment. According to Pryluck,

Bruner (1964) has reminded us that "man advanced by utilization of

systems of implementation which enlarged our capacities to deal with the

212
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environment." (14:3U1) A car extends our means of locomotion, a typewriter

extends our capacity to communicate, and similarly, "systems of Implementation

that enlarge our capacity to communicate and to conceptually manipulate the

environment extend our reach, or change the way in which we may reach."

(14:381) Film is.another way by which we may conceptually manipulate our

environment, or perceive our environment conceptually manipulated.

Pryluck describes primary coding in the symbol system, which film is,

as the shot, i.e., the picture. It differs from the word whic'h can have

many meanings to many people in that the shot has but one meaning, i.e.,

that which is pictured. This meaning is also defined by photographic

elements such as angle of view, size, placement in the frame:lighting,

perspective, etc. (14:385) In addition, length of the shot, as,it is

taken and as it is edited, caused Worth in his paper "Cognitive Aspects

of Sequence in Visual Communication" (previously noted) to define the

former as the "cademe" (See p. 13) and the latter as the "edeme" (as

edited). (14:386) Secondary coding then consists of the mechanical

processing of the encoded cademe, using the coding variables available.

Placement, sequence, duration, pace, tempo, and the use of optical

transitions are all the editing elements which are the foundation of

film art. (14:387)

Pryluck feels that opticals (fades, dissolves, wipes, etc.) are

not the equivalent of punctuation or any other grammatical characteristic

and cites Mercer's study as evidence of their failure in this regard.

23
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(14:390) However, hercer does indicate that while the audience does not

attach a specific interpretation to various opticals, film producers tend

to do so though there is considerable variability among responses. (10:3)

In essence, picture as it is manipulated and edited, and sound, music

and word, as they are juxtaposed with picture, combine to have new

meanings quite different from that meaning they have separately, Together

they constrain and facilitate the communication of the intended message

in some intended way. (14:400)

Salomon and Snow in their article are less unequivocal in their

evaluation of film attributes. (16:234) They consider, in evaluating

visuals as a language, that while language must have conventions this is

less true of film. In fact, the violation of syntactic rules, if,these

exist at all, in their estimation, may often be desirable. Each producer

can impose his own structure on his art, however, when the information

becomes crucial then the most conventional structure or syntax must be

used. If the information is more comprehensive, then the syntax may

become more involved, however, a baseline is common to the producer. (16:235)

The film medium has, over an extended period, yielded a common core of

syntax and grammar. Films usually have a theme within which are under-

standable sequences from which an audience shares some generalized

semantic meaning. (16:235)

To the degree this common core ofvntactical attributes is violated,

it is reasonable to assume that more of the message ij lost for more of

the audience. The message can become lost in a swirl of flashbacks within

flashbacks, of dream sequences, of optical effects. Thus the greater
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the abstraction from reality, the greater the need of higher visual

literacy
level on the part of the audience. Perhaps the abstraction

in film is analogous to that in art, in that, the more abstracted from

reality a painting becomes, the fewer the viewers to whom it communicates.

It is interesting to note that Salomon and Snow hypothesize that

the complex experimental film may be analogous to psycholinguistic

experiments that indicate that subjects usually try to straighten out

ambiguity and that, once they realize there is something unexpected or

incongruous before them, they tend to devote more attention to it and the

information which cannot be immediately unscrambled is placed in storage

for later attending. (16:237) Thus, the viewer may well suffer from a

media overload, i.e., loss of the Gestalt of the communication by attending

exclusively to unresolvable elements, given a specific level of 'aesthetic

sophistication.

Sergei Eisenstein, the Soviet film maker, had at least as soon as the

early 1920s come tO some conclusions about cinematograplly and film language.

For him, the first element of screen language was the photo-fragment. Thus,

the montage (5:3). Montage is not merely a means of producing effects,

but a "means of speaking, a means of communicating ideas, of communicating

them by way of special film language, by way of a special form of filmw

speech." (5:245)

Eisenstein's quote on language, from the writings of Fritz Mauthner,

seems to capture the former's feeling for be power of film montage.
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"Every metaphor is witty. A peoples' language, as it Is

spoken today, is the sum of a million witticisms, is a collection

of the points of a million anecdotes whose stories have been

lost. In this connection one must realize the people of the

language creating period as being even wittier than those

present-day wags who live by their wits. . . . Wit makes use of

distant similes. Close similes were captured immediately

into concepts or words. A change in meaning consists in the

conquest of these words, in the metaphorical or witty extension

of the concept to distant similes. . .
" (5:246)

Thus, the hnaginative film maker has at his 6sposal an army of

visual images to be manipulated and juxtaposed, to be placed in contrast,

in collusion and in conflict at his own discretion. His army of visual

images is probably no less powerful than the poet's army of verbal ones.

Eisenstein rejects Pudovkin's evaluation of the montage as an

assembly of shots. He rejects linkage For collision and conflict;

conflict of scales, of graphic directions, of volumes and massesand

depths, of close shots and long shots, end of pieces of darkness and

pieces of light, and of conflicts between an object and its pictured

dimension (as with a distorted wide-angle lens) and between an event and

its duration (as with real time and cinema time). (9:39)

Eisenstein seeks a unified system for methods of filmic expressiveness.

(5:39) it is interesting to note that for several years AOW that system,

developed and adhered to with little flexibility for so long, is now ,

contravened with great regularity. Many film makers now honor filmic

conventions more in the breach than in the practice. Of course, considering

Aercer's experimental results that showed his audience unable to interpret

fade out-fade in, dissolve, wipe and cut with any consistancy, it is
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reasonable to use the transitions that contribute to the producer's

purpose, i.e., smoothness, tempo, attention-gaining, etc., and to, as Mercer

recommends, make full use of cues other than optical effects if transitions

are to be vcll understood. (10:16)

Concerning another element of film literacy, Eisenstein recalls

D. W. Griffith's proposal to his employees that he use parallel "cut-back"

in his 1908 production After Many Years. A scene of the heroine awaiting

her husband's return was to be followed by a scene of the husband cast

away on a desert island. Griffith's wife asked him how he could tell

a story jumping about like that and was convinced the viewer would be

confused.

"Well," :a!sd Griffith, "doesn't Dickero, write that way?' ,

"Yes, but that's iAckens; that's novel writing' that's different."

"Oh, not so much, these are picture stories; not so different."

(5:201)

Fortunately audience perception has grown with film techniques. The

familiar spoken transition on radio "meanwhile, back at the ranch,"

initially had a filmic counterpart, usually the fade out-fade in, which

often gave way to the lap dissolve and then to the cut in televisiOn where

a slowed pace may lose viewers.

It is interesting to speculate on how an audience only partially

film literate might perceive the segment of the film October, Eisenstein

describes.
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"In October we cut shots of harps and balalaikas into a

scene of Mensheviks addressing the Second Congress of Soviets.
And these harps were shoan not as harps, but as an imagist of

the mellifluent speech of the Menshevik opportunism at the

Congress. The balalaikas were not shown as balalaikas, but

as an image of the tiresome strumming of these empty speeches
in the face of the gathering storm of Historical events. And

placing side by side the Menshevik and the harp, the Menshevik

and the Balalaika, we were extending the frame of urallel
montage into a new clualiti, into a new realm: from the sphere

of action into the sphere of signfficance7 (5:245) (emphasis

in the original)

There is ample evidence that the satirical -31*,ments in the October

rrgment described would be lost on those not frequently e4posed to V40

dimenb!onal representations of reality. Chu and Schramm propose that

"illiterate people need to learn certain pictorial conventions" (4:75)

and they reject the assumption that if people cannot understand the words

they surely will understand the pictures. Indeed, there are difficulties

with the assumption. When Peruvian villagers were shown enlarged pictures

of lice (Holmberg, 1960), they were unable to recognize them or to see

any connection betwden the film and their own life. ThOunrealistic was

not understood. (4:76)

In Nigeria, Court (1959) found auliences accepttng the largest

object in the picture, rather than that in the foreground, as being most

important. In addition, the whole object had to be shown. A shot of

a goat's head was taken to be that of an old man because the goat had a

beard and hi.'; four legs were below the frame. Furthermore, the perception

of pictures was distorted by the cultural experience of the viewers.

Since North Nigerian buildings are not rectangular, viewers could not
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recognize the vertical lines and right angles of house interiors. (4:75)

In Kenya, Holmes (1960) found perspective was only seen by his

subjects when the same type of objects followed each other. Perspective

was lost with different objects at varied distances. Objects larger than

life were not recognized though those shown smaller than life ..Jere.

(4:76)

In 1960,Fonseca and Kearl found, in rural Brazil, that pictorial

symbols that were highly or insufficiently detailed, or imagiqatively

treated, or of unfamiliar subject matter, were not understood. This

was also the case when single pictures for a process nequiring several

steps were shown. (4:76)

Chu and Schramm suggest that the visually -,emi-literate must he

taught to read pictures just as they are taught to read printed material.

In addition, certain cues and symbols may have meanings for the viewttr

quite different than those intended. Unfamiliar themes, trick angles or

partial objects should be avoided (Saunders, 1953); pictorial symbols

should be realistic and a process should have as many pictures as there

are stages in the process. (Holmes, 1963) (4:77)

Mortoa-Williams in his book, Cinema in Rural Nigeria, proposes that

a film is a means of symbolic representation, and that an audience deriVes

the meanings that they give to the actions projected on the screen from

the cultural expression of their own social processes. (11:33)

Peoples of different cultures have different ways of conceptualizing

experience and "... their (European) ideas of space and time, which, after

Kant, had been supposed transcendental forms of intuition framing all
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consciousness, were at least partly given by the structure of the Indo-

European languages." (11:7)

"The complexity of Focial organization, the degree of division of

labour and the richness of material culture of any people influuences and

li.nits the range of their understanding of these films, but other factors

also operate, so that the response reflects their world picture and the

values of their culture." (11:36)

In the film, "Take Time -- Take Time," the lbo audience/did not

perceive the use of a story, Lold by an old man to two children, as a

continuity thread, but regarded them in isolation and therefore as

Irrelevant (11:36)

In the film, "Mosquito," a mosquito magnified immensely was

understood and accepted (11:36).

In "Good Business," there were "many exclamations at the aerial

view of the railway siding; a few perceived, many were ilzzled and saw

better the succeeding shots." (11:114)

In "Daybreak in Udi," the time dissolve showing an unroofed

Wilding suddenly completely finished led some female viewers to exclaim

that it was built quickly. (11:122)

In "The Beadmakers of florin," a close-up of feet holding a bead

for drilling, was not perceived. (11:138)

"Nigerian Cinemagazine No. 2" showed pupils performing some farm

work, which dissolved to a formal assembly of the same children, neatly

dressed. Viewers exclaimed about the speed of the change, confusing real

time with cinema apparent time. (11:159)
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Morten-Williams finds that, in general, the means by which

transitions are accomplished from shot to shot do not seem important to

the rural Nigerian audience's understanding.

"Mixes, fades, cuts, arc all acceptable, provided that
shot succeeds shot in the order dictated by the logic of the
events in the action. Within this condition, audienccs were
not baffled by rapid changes of scene that took ttv2rn over
long distances or that compressed time; although iiembers of
audiences did form the most varied impressions of the time
which elapsed between successive sequence, as the descriptions
of reaeilons and the children's essays record."

"In general, all the apparatus of the cinema was taken
for granted, and there was little curiosity to know how films
were made...." (11:45)

He also observes that, "audiences rapidly accustom themselves

to this medium of communication, and on the whole comprehend and

wmmber a satisfactorily high proportion of what is presented."4 (11:46)

Thus, through observation, Morton-Williams has defined the position

on toe visual literacy ladder where rural Nigerians presently find them-

selves. The lowest rungs of that ladder, as previouslylnoted, may be

occupied by some primitives such as the Jivaros of the Matto Grasso of

Brazil. There, some years ago, according to newspaper and magazine reports,

missionaries dropped photographs of themselves from an airplane some days

before parachuting into the jungle to make contact. The Jivaros were .

perhaps unable to separate figure from ground in the photos and slew the

missionaries on sight because they may have failed to recognize them. Many

primitive peoples are unable to identify two-dimensional pictures with

the originals since they have not evolved a two-dimensional representational

art, as Morton-Williams makes clear in his introduction.
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Lord Keynes observed, "civilization is a thin and precarious crust

erected by the personality and the will of a very few and only maintained

by rules and conventions skillfully put across and quite fully preserved."

(11:47)

Joan and Louis Forsdale, in their article "Film Literacy" have

devised a hierarchical sequence of film literacy levels. This extends

upward from the "total illiterate" who cannot recognize familiar objects,

people, places and action when they are shown on the screen. )(6:264)

An example of the "total illiterate" was demonstrated on a W.T.I.U.

(Channel 30, Bloo&ngton) film program in February, in which some New

Guinean natives were each shown a color polaroid picture of themselves.

Each was unable to discriminate between figure and ground. The photographer

had to point out, in turn, salient features on the native's face and then

the corresponding element in the picture e.g., nose, ears, hair, eycs,

etc. A puzzled look turned to one of delight,and with an excited howl,

the native, grasping the picture, leaped to his neighboPs side and showed

it to him. The, as yet, uninitiated native gazed at the picture in

uncomprehending bewilderment until the process was repeated. Each native

wm having a photograph unscrambled for him was then unable to return

to his former unperceiving state.

Of the two ways of codifying information suggested by Ruesch and

Xees (1956) analogic and digital, both require specific learning. The

Fersdales suggest the map is the most common analogic device. It is

elviously not the country it represents. It is two dimensional, smaller

tham full size, and drawn on a conventionalized scale; Mercator, conical,

bolyconic, etc. (6:264). A picture, in the same way, is not what it

ai)
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represents,
but is analagous to it.

Picasso showed an American soldier through his villa

one day. . . . The young man felt impelled to confess he didn't

dig Picasso's wierd way of painting, because nothing on the

canvas looked the way it really is. Picasso turned the

conversation to more acceptable matters by asking the soldier

if ha had a girl back in the States. The boy proudly pulled

out a wallet photograph. As Picasso handed it back, he

said, "She's an attra.ctive.girl, but isn't she awfully small?"

(6:265)

Technologically primitive cultures are ordered on five levels by

the Forsdales.

Level one: Total non-comprehension. The viewers do not recognize

clear simple motion pictures of familiar objects.

John Humphrey 1961, an American educational film maker with

considerable overseas experience, commenting on experiences in

Iran in the 1950's: We did a film on nutrition. . . . In part of

the film we had the classroom with the professor up front, with

charts, diagrams, pictures of the various vegetaules and so forth,

It was completely lost on the audience (emphasis in original).

They didn't understand that this was a carrot; . . that this was

a cabbage; . . . that this was a potato. (6:267)

Level Two: They identify parts of a film but make nt sense of.a

whole action portrayed in the film.

John Wilson (1961) a British educator with extensive experience

in West Africa.

. There was very slow movement of a sanitary laborer coming

along and seeing a tin with water in it. . . and picking the tin

up and very carefully pouring the water out and then rubbing it

into the ground so no mosquito could breed and very carefully

putting this tin in a basket on the back of a donkey. . . . All

this was done very carefully to show how important it was to pick

up those things because of mosquitoes breeding in standing water. . .

These would have been familiar enough scenes. The film was about

five minutes long . . . We.showed this film to an audience and
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asked what they had seen. . . They said they had seen a chicken!

.
and we didn't know there was fol in it! So we very

carefully scanned the frames one by one, for this fowl, and,

sure enough, for about a second, a fowl went over the corner of

the frame when we questioned them further they had seen a

man, but . . . they hadn't made a whole story out of it, and

in point of fact. . they hadn't seen a whole frame--they
had inspected the frame for details. (6:268)

Level Thrre: The audience confuses picture and reality.

John Humphrey (1961):

. we did a series of films on Iran trying to explin he
Iranian people to themselves--helping them to understand that

they were not just a member of their tribe but actually a member of

a country too. The Shah himself introduced these films. We

[heard] . . . constantly . . . such remarks as: "See, isn't the
Shah great; he can put himself into that little box and come visit

US. I I

Richard Griffith (1953), on Robert Flaherty who is showing a
porLion of the Eskimo film, "Nanook of the North" to Nanook's

friends:

There is something in the background. The something moves.

It lifts its head.

"Ivuik! Ivuik!" [walrus] shakes the room. The figure [Nanook]

stands up, harpoon poised in hand.

"Be sure of your harpoon! Be sure of your har)oon!" the

audience cries.

The figure strikes down, the walrus rolls off into the sea.
More figures rush in; they grab the harpoon line. For dear life

they hold on.

"Hold him! Hold him!" shout the men. "Hold him! Hold himit"

squeal the women. "Hold him! Hold h;111!" pipe the children.

The walrus's mate dives in, and by locking tusks attempts
rescue.

"hold him!" gasps the crowd.

Nanook and his crew, although their arms seem to be breaking,
hold on. But slowly and surely the threshing walrus drags the
figures nearer the sea.

:3 4
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"Hold him! Hold him!" they despair. They are breathing

hard. "Dig in! Dig in!" they rasp, as Nanook's feet slip another
inch through the 'sand.

Deep silence. Suddenly the line sags, the crew; like a
flash, draw in the slack, and inch by inch the walrus is pulled

in to shore. Bedlam rocks the house. (6:269)

Level Four: No understanding of the simplest film conventions.

John Humphrey (1961):

. . if we showed a closeup of an animal, fly, or an eye, the
movement from long shot to closeup had to be step by s,tep ba
allow them the feeling that they were actually walking up to
see the object close up. If you showed a fl y. in closeup, and
it filled the screen [the audience's comment is] We don't
have flies that big. . . .

John Wilson (1961):

Panning shots [were] very confusing because they didn't realize
what was happening. They thought the houses were moving.'

John Humphrey (1961):

You lose an audience immediately once a fade goes into a film. Why?
Because the screen's black and they all turn to look at the projector
to see what happened to it. . . [D]issolves, fades, wipes and all
the optical effects that we here in the United States more or less
take as punctuation marks in a film, are not understood. They
wonder what's wrong with the projector.

John Wilson (1961):

We found that the film is, as produced in the West, a very highly
conventionalized piece of symbolism, although it looks very malt,
For instance, we found that if you were telling a story about
two men to an African audience and one had finishad his business
and he went off the edge of the screen, they wanted to know what
happened to him; they didn't accept that this was just the end
of him and that he was of no more interest to the story. . . .

We had to follow hip along the street until he took a natural
turn. . . . it was quite understandable that he could disappear
around the turn. The action had bp follow a natural course of
events .
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John Humphrey (1961):

Here in the U S We can have somebody . . . walk out the door
and pick him up in another shot at Times Square . . . We all know
what happened. . . . In Iran this is not true. You had to take him
out of the buildirT, walk him down the street, have him some way or
another get to Times Square. . . . We [often] could noi afford
the footage that was necessary to take a man all the way, and
thus assure tne fullest understanding. . . . (6:269)

Level Five: Incomprehension of, or indifference to, the unfamiliar.

John Humphrey (1961):

If a peasant sees a film [about something] . . actually within
his own experience, fine. If not . . . they do not know what
these pictures represent. For instance . . . pictures of Teheran--
not the United Stater, but pictures of Teheran, some parts of which
is a fairly modern city--it was incomprehensible to them. They
didn't even kna what it was all about. A building eight stories
tall? It was beyond their experience!

Hortense Powdermaker (1962):

Many European customs were misunderstood [by Rhodesian Africans]. It
has already been noted that kissing, about which many Africans
appear to have learned from films, is regarded as a direct prelude
to sex relations. African parents do not kiss their children. In

a film, when a man kissed a child, some of the audience assumed
that the man was the child's father and that the kiss was a prelude
to incest, regarded with horror%

My iirst acquaintance with these problems of film literacy came
after some ten years of schooling in Africa in problems of teaching
people to read. I was aware of the fact that when you try to teach
people to read something that is not related to their own culture,
nothing happens. You get them reading gaily about railway stations
and they've never seen a railway station. You pause and ask them°
to draw you a picture of a railway station and they'll reproduce
something that they saw in a book, not a railway station they would
find if they travelled a hundred miles further south in their own
country and saw a railway station.

John Wilson 0960:

The personal concept of what a railway station is is just not there.
This of course represents a very very serious difficulty. One
solution is to teach them to read and talk about only the things
which they can quite obviously see. But you are faced with a
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problem later on--how do you move from there to wider contexts?
It seemed perfectly simple to me that this wider move should be
made through pictures I began looking through well-illustrated
books, searching for materials, thinking I had the key. . .

The it dawned on me that I had perhaps made a bad mistake. I had
assumed that to a primitive African a still was something simpler
than a moving film. I had considered the complexity of the
technique of films and imagined because the technique was complex
that the impact of the finished product would be complex. . .

My point is that I think we've got to be very wary of [both still]
pictures [and films]; they can only be interpreted in the light
of your experience. Now, next we thought that if we are going to
use these films we've got to have some sort of process/of education

. . . You've got to start in the culture you are in and then
move off to other cultures by the process of association and
contrast. . . . The interchangeability of films for different
cultures is something you have to be careful about
developed one film for two purposes: . . . the purpose of
establishing a common humanity, and of teaching a film convention.
We took a film of successive shots of old men doing exactly the
same things in England and in Gh:ina, sunning themselves o;) the
bench in the park. Beside the well--just common situations In

another, we showed a mother carrying her baby in England, putting
her baby in a pram, and a mother in Africa picking up her baby and
tying it on her back--using situations from diffarent cultures that
had obvious meanings. We thought this content would teach
them to be less parochially minded. Parochialism is a feature of
all tribai life in Africa. It was difficult forlthem to generalize
on the basis of a single picture in a motion picture; that is, if
they saw one of their own people doing something, it was difficult
for them to generalize to the point of saying this can be any man.
The same thing occurs with readers. . . . (6:271)

Within the moving picture there are two levels of meaning. That which

is analogous to and representative of that which it purports to be and 6-

i4yond that a deeper meaning, one that is subtle and symbolic. What we

4re dealing with in the above examples is the basic visual literacy level

lich the Forsdales define. Above that is the more complex use of counter-

point and montage of which Eisenstein's description of a segment of October

is a not unreasonable exemplar.
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In a short pilot study the writer recently conducted, a few

children were shown some commercially produced Super 8 film cartridges.

They were asked to explain what happened when a building grew bigger

on a zoom, and where a man went when he walked out of the.frame, and hqw

a carving partially complete, was shown finished after a lap dissol

some of the answers were very astute considering the ages of the respondents,

some as young as five. Some others attributed magical powers to pictures

that apparently grew and offered wild proposals to explain that which

they did not understand. The reactions of some very young children were,

in their own way, not unlike the reactions of primitives on the lower

rungs of the visual literacy ladder as related in the Forsdales' article.

1 suspect that children move up the ladder not unlike they become literate.

The latter, of course, occurs through instruction as well as exposure

while the former is undoubtedly exclusively a function of exposure.

Within film technique "naturalism" was the simplest and perhaps the

least interesting. The camera was merely held in one position and ran

until the event was concluded, excluding film reloading time which was

often covered by another, similarly placed camera. The event, such as

the funeral of Queen Victoria was sufficient to hold the early audience's
411'

attention, giving, as it did, the vantage point of a good seat in the

revieuing stand. (18:36) As previously described there is much more to

film than that. A film (or video tape) ties together a string of behavior;

and it can record more behavior and more people than any other means of

comunication but it "lacks the explicit warning about selection more

cenifest in other devices." (2:151) There is propaganda and falseness
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inherent in it. The cameraman records selcctively and the editor

manipuiates selectively that which is recorded, and few of the innocent

viewers are aware of how they arc manipulated. The demands of Congress

to see out-takes from the C.B.S. documentary "The Se)ling of the

Pentagon," is just such an example. Was the program a deliberate

falsification through editing or an objective documentary? Are the out-

takes evidence of fraud, or is the demand for them an attack on free

speech?

The packaging of information, or misinformation, is very important

when it becomes common experience in everyone's life.

S.I. Hayakawa:

Our job as teachers is to inculcate habits of rational

choice and decision. The advertising profession, howevdr, with

ail the technical resources of art, expert copy, color printing,

radio, and television at its command, spends most of its efforts

in the encouragement of irrational and impulsive choice. . . .

When home economists urge government grade-labeling to encourage

rational choice, industry and the advertising profession cry,

"Socialism!". . . The teacher's job is to encourage intellectual

and moral self-discipline; the job of the advertiser of consumer

goods is to encourage self-indulgence, even at the cost of life-

long bondage to finance companies. . . . So basically the advertising

profession and we in the teaching profession are at odds with

each other. . . . (17:157)

An initial step in learning how we are manipulated by film comes

through learning how to manipulate film; how to become creative and

discriminating viewers; how to become film literate.

Effects of Slickness and Optical Effects on Learning

Two studies of particular relevance to my area of concern are that

by Neu (Penn State: WO), "The Effect of Attention Gaining Devices on
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Film-Mediated Learning," and that by Mercer (Penn State: 1952),

"The Relationship of Optical Effect and Film Literacy to Learning from

Instructional Film." Though both deal with learning from film, more

immediately relevant elements, of consequence for me, were determined

within these studies.

It is interesting to note, as an aside, the opinion of C. R. Carpenter

in his paper "Logistics of Sound Motion Pictures for Military Training,"

that instructional films should involve the wedding of artistic skills

and scientific principles. Yet that there is strong resistance on the

part of many film producers to accepting and utilizing newly determined

empirical evidence related to learning. Theatrical and technological

innovations have been adopted with enthusiasm but not often

newly determined principles of perception, recognition, 'earning, etc.

(3:22) As the Mercer findings, later noted, show, a large number of film

producers questioned differed in opinion over the meani,pg of various

transitional filmic devices and so did akidiences questioned on the same

matter. The latter tended to depend almost exclusively on contextual

clues to determine the meaning of the transition. Thus, it might be

concluded that cinematic transitions are highly ambigious in and of 4

themselves and have meaning only in context.

The Neu study examined techniques used by film makers to achieve

emphasis and to increase teaching effectiveness. In it, he compared the

-

use of relevant and irrelevant attention-gaining devices. An example

of the former might include an extreme close up of a part of a gun when
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that part is being described on the sound track. An example of the latter

might include interrupting a film on a technical subject with a shot of

a girl in a bathing suit. According to the author, "relevant devices"

should facilitate recall, while "irrelevant devices" should distract

the audience and inhibit recall. In addition tc visual attention-gaining

devices, the author also used audio attention-gaining devices, but these

are of no concern to us here. Visual attention-gaining devices represented

various categories of stimulus conditions: movement and change, size,

impressiveness, sudden contrast, repetitive or prolonged contact and

novelty and peculiarity. (12:5)

Films used to test the hypothesis included the following, film

versions on the use of machine shop measuring instruments:

1. Basic Version: No experimental attention-gaining devices.

2. Visual relevant: Attention-gaining devices related to the

points of content being emphasized. *

3. Visual irrelevant: Attention-gaining devices unrelated to

the points of content being emphasized.

Two populations, Army recruits and Navy recruits, were each randomly

divided into six comparable groups. Five were each shown one cf the

film versions and tested and the control group was merely tested.

In the relevant visual version, four cuts to close-ups or extreme

close-ups were used and one dissolve. Twenty-six attention gaining

devices in all were used in each version. (12:5)

The results indicated that, for the Army group, the basic version
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was more effective than any device version,while for the Navy group,

the basic version was about equal OD the two relevant device versions.

Interestingly, for the Army group, the visually irrelevant version

was the most effee:tive of all the versions which contained attention-

gaining devices. (12:16)

In separate testing about recall of the attention-gaining devices,

it was determined that irrelevant devices were best recalled, i.e., they

had called attention to themselves.

it is apparent from the study's resulLs that there is no evidence

that the insertion of relevant devices adds to the effectiveness of an

informational film. Thus, where instruction is the principal aim and

cost a consideration, attention gaining devices such as zooms, extreme

magnification, stop motion and spotlighting have no effect on learning.

One may also suppose from the penultimate paragraph that devices that

call attention to themselves too blatantly may be remembered when the

story has been forgotten. (12:21)

The Mercer study had a ON() fold purpose: (1) To evaluate the relation-

ship between learning factual material from films and the use of optical

effects (fades, wipes, dissolves) in such films, (2) To study "film

telt-zre ,artz1 Lts T.V. la t tins h i _to arn i ris from fi lms. Sccifia1ly

following questions were investigated. (10:1)

1. Do producers of educational films tend to be consistent in

Oleir theory and use of optical effects?

2. Can a general audience recognize optical effects and cuts In

a notion picture when asked to do so?
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3. What do optical effects mean to a general audience?

4. Can a general audience, which has been given "training" in

the use of optical effects, interpret more accurately the transitions

"covered" by optical effects than can an audience which has not been

trained?

5. What effect, if any, does the use of varying amounts of optical

effects have on film-mediated factual learning?

6. What effect, if any, does an illustrated lecture ()in certain

conventional cinematic techniques have on film-mediated factual learning?

7. Do people who are already familiar wit) cinematiclechniques

learn more from films than people who are not familiar with such tectoniques?

The first five questions relate to the general problem of,the influence

of optical effects on learning from films; the last WO questions deal

with the "film literacy" factor. (10:1)

1. Do Producers of Educational Films Tend to be Consistent in Their

Theory and Use of Optical Effects?

An a-ialysis was made of the use of optical effects (fade, dissolve,

wipe) in 52 existing instructional fHms and a questionnaire sent to 160

American, British, and Canadian film producers. In the analysis the

films were projected and each optical transition was evaluated by the

investigator according to the nature of the transition and type of optical

effect used. The questionnaire included sections on the purpose for

which fade cut-fade in, dissolve and wipe are used; a ranking of the

three optical effects from greatest to least in transition value; the

use of optical effects with titles and animation; and a section for
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further comment. The returns showed that different producers use different

optical effects foe the same types of transitions. One well-known

producer doesn't use fade out-fade ins,while another uses them regularly.

Some prAucers never use wipes, others occasionally, others often.

Twenty-seven of the 45 respondents felt the fade represented the greatest

lapse of time between scenes followed by dissolve and wipe; eight reversed

wipe and dissolve and four thought a dissolve represented a greater

passage of time than fade or wipe.

in general, there is no detailed consistency in the use of optical

effects. Most of the respondents believed, however, that optical effects

have definite meaning for the audience. Several stated explicitly that

optical effects are used "to indicate" transitions. (10:3)

2. Can a General Audience Recognize the 0 tical Effects and Cuts in

a Film When Asked to Attempt to do so?

This question was asked to establish the recogni,pion of optical

effects as a perceptual practicality. Subjects were able, using a film

analyzer, to recognize optical effects and cuts. Results also indicate

that the subjects improved with practice. In addition, subjects tended

to forget to respond as they became more involved in the film. (10:5)

3. What Do Optical Effects Mean to a General Audience?

The experimenter gave oral definitions of cut, Fade out-fade in,

dissolve and wipe and showed examples of each to the subjects. After

they were shown a film in which they were to watch for the practices,

they were asked to fill out a questionnaire concerning the purpose or

meaning of the transitions.
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The results showed extreme diverFAty of opinion. For each optical

effect there were at least two stated purposes opposed to one another.

In jeneral, there is no general meaning assigned to each of the optical

effects. tested. (10:6)

4. Can a General Audience Which is Gi-..cn Training in the Mature

and Use of Optical Effects Interpret More Accurately the Transitions

Covered by Optical Effects?

A group of subjects here were given oral definitions of/ cut, fade

out-fade in, dissolve and wipe, shown examples, and told these effects

were sometimes used in connection with transitions in time, space and

thought. A second group of subjects was not given this information.

Response key choices for the experimental groups hcluded:

1. for a short lapse of time (a few minutes).

2. for a iong lapse of time (several hours or more).

3. for a change in the general location of the action.
Ir

4. for both a lapse of time and a change of location.

Results showed no significant difference between groups, i.2., an

acquaintance with the nature and use of optical effects did not help

the "trained" audience to interpret the transitions any more accurately

than the "untrained" audience. Later informal questioning indicated

the subjects interpreted the meaning of optical effects in the film

context in which they were seen. (10:7)

The Influence of Optica's and Film litslaton Learning from Films

Three versions of one film were produced. Version A contained

cwts watmi an szawas, X mr,t,TI.rae amily l'he.(pptjT.e1.5
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sequences, and C retained all the optical effects present in the original.

One experimental group received an illustrated lecture on the long shot,

the medium shot, close-up, orientation, cut-in, cut-away, re-establishing

shots, jump cuts, overlapping, matched action, cutting on .aLcion, camera

angles, screen direction, animation, fade, dissolve, wipe and cut. The

other did not. A film literacy test was given to both groups. (10:8)

Results were as follaas: Optical effects did not aid factual

learning, the lecture on cinematic techniques taught, and lasily, the

lecture on cinematic techniques,by itself, does not conclusively add to

or detract from learning from film,however, there is some evidence to

suggest that there is a positive relationship between "film literacy"

(familiarity with film techniques) and tactual learning from a film.

(10:15)

Mercer recommends that film producers should make full use of cues

other than optical effects if transitions are to be well understood. He

believes that optical effects are neutral in their effect on learning

but possibly lend visual smoothness to the film. (10:16)
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CHAPTER III

PROBLEM, METHODOLOGY AND HYPOTHESES

Problem Statement

This study was concerned with determining how children at the ages of

5, 7, 9 and 11 perceive and interpret selected filmic transitions. The

filmic transitions selected for this study consisted of clean exit, lap

dissolve, and image magnification on a cut. These elements connote

changes in the film of time or place, or both, and arc accomplished either

through camera movement, subject movement or through optical manipulation

durina film processing. The objective of the study was to question and

analyze the responses of the subjects in the various age groups to determine

whether each of the transitional elements was correctly perceived from, and

in the context of the film being viewed and secondly whether a hierarchical

pattern of frequency of recognition was apparent or not.

The approach' utilized was to allow each subject to view

individually three examples of each of the specified transitions edited from

theatrical and educational films. Experimentation across several examples

assisted the experimenter in reducing the element of gJessing and in

helping to insure the transition was understood in a variety of contextual

settings. During each showing, each subject had the action in the

film segment, then being shown to him, read to him from a printed description

to avoid contaminating the results by unintended emphasis inconsistent across

all subjects. Immediately after he had viewed each transition the film was

stopped during the question period. An open ended question was asked of him to
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elicit a free response to determine if the subject had correctly understood

the transition. He verbally described, in effect, what he had seen.

His response was tape recorded. The responses of all subjects were

transcribed and the entire text presented to three judges.selected on the

basis of their experience as film makers. These judges were advanced

graduate students in the Division of Instructional Systems Technology,

School of Education, Indiana University.

Imalisalions. No study to my knowledge, other than this one, has

concerned itself with how children perceive transitional elements. In fact,

there were few studies, outside of those commissioned by the Children's

Television Workshop, that had muc'e to say about how children perceive anything

they see on television or on film except in relation to box office receipts

2c.t the purchase of advertised breakfast food, toys, C:andy, etc. To quote

from a letter from Dr. E&fard L. Palmer, Vice-President and Director of

Research, Children's Television Workshop:

"One of our self-defined functions is, indeed, to

help spark interest in basic research projects, the results

of which would have more-or-less direct implications for

our production activities. Among the projects now under

wey, with no more than moral support from us are studies

of the effect of the ethnic integration of the cast; eye-

movement research related to our efforts to motivate

reading of print on the screen; studies of the effects

of "Sesame street" vinwing on the deaf, the retarded, the

perceptually handicapped, the namote Labrador village child,

ald children from non-English speaking bac.kgrounds; a

study cr initation es social interaction models portrayed

via te,evisiun; a series of studies on the use of film and

tel,1:slcr special effects as models for imagistic

thinktog; and studies of individual differences in the
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television-viewing preferences of children. I recommend

all of these areas for further study, since the work we
.
know of only scratches the surface."

Thus, how children perceive these film conven .ons seems to have direct

implications for him and television producers concerned with that age

audience, i.e., if children do not understand an optical transition, such

as a dissolve, then there s little value in going to the expense of

its utilization in a film. Conversely, the camera transition

tested (image magnification) and the subject transition tested

(clean exit) are not correctly perceived the implications are more

serious since these latter are much more an intrinsic element in the

art of motion picture photography than is the former. Lack a understanding

of the latter transitions would have to be overcome by instruction in their

meaning if children are not to remain at a puerile level of understanding

of the medium.

The following figure indicates the characterist'cs and common

intended meaning of the three transitions tested.

Channe Change

Transitional Subject Camera Optical of of

Element Transition Transition Transition Location Time

Lap Dissolve

Clean Exit

Image Magnifi-
cation (cut)

X X (and/or) X

X (and/or) X

X

Figure 1. Transitional Filmic Conventions Tested
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Methodology

Operational Definitions for this study:

Lap Dissolve is an optical device effected by blending the gradually

darkening last frames of the first shot with the gradually lightening

opening frames of the succeeding shot. Visually the effect is of one

scene fusing into another so that there is a brief period of superimposition

before the second scene become predominant. The intent is to show passage

of time and is proportional to the time passage intended. Pl*e change is

also often intended and either or both of these interpreations was

acceptable for this study. Lap dissolves are often used between titles and

between titles and action--neither of these applications was considered

here. (9:4)

Clean Exit, in general, indicates a stationary camera held on a subject

in motion until he or it leaves the field of view of the camera. in order

that this element may be defined as a transition it must serve as a cinematic

device indicating change of time or place or both. It was so defined for

this study and examples of a clean exit that did not connote such transition

were not used. (7:80).

Image Magnification, in general, means the increase in the relative

size of the piccured subject through the action of a zoom lens, a change

of lenses, or through decrease of the relative camera to subject distance.

For this study, image magnification was restricted to instances where

zooming was not utilized, and the image shown became largox as the camera

to subject distance was decreased instantly on a cut from medium shot to

close up or long shot to medium shot. The same effect, of course, occurs
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when close up lenses are racked into place. In such a situation the

decrease in camera-subject distance is only apparent. Though there is

at present no sharply delineated definition of long shot, medium shot or

close up, for the purpose of this study, they were generally defined as

follows:

Long shot: that shot which shows the subject or subjects in full

length and reveals all the significant elements to which the audience is

expected to attend. The long shot sAts the scene. (8:100) //

Medium shot: usually presents the figure from the knees up and

one in which some of the centering action is not lost to the surrounding

locale, as in the long shot. (8:101)

Close up shot: usually presents the figure full face or points

up other significant detail to heighten the dramatic impact. (8:103)

Procedure

Population: Selection of 60 stAbjects, i.e., fifteen subjects from

each of the four age groups were selected from among the children of

Indiana University students resident in University housing including

Hoosier Courts, Campus View and Tulip Tree House. It was assumed that

homogeneity of the population ,,,Jould help reduce extaneous factors such as
S.

those which are represented in Baikie's study (1:86) which re,eal that

socio-economic status is a determining factor in depth cue perception.

Since this was essentially a pilot study in this area, and s!nee some of

the communicants were very young, it was thought that a wide range of

socio-economic levels In subjects might have resulted in a threat to

external validity.
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Screening of subjects. No arbitrary cut-off dates were utilized

in the selection of children for the four age groups. The age group into

which the selected child was grouped was that of his age as of the date of

the experiment. Any apparent gross visual or verbal abnormalities were grounds

for rejection as a subject. The inability to respond verbally to spoken questions

concerning the subjects' name and age, as well as other relevant data, was

also considered g?ounds for rejection as a suitable experimental subject.

'Qtle (2;:f t'Ne prospective subjects were rejected on the basis of the above.

Since the sul,ject viewed a relatively large projected image from

only a few feet away, visual acuity did not seem to be a problem.

The ability to distinguish figure from ground in the projected

Irlage was also sine gua non for consideration as a subject, but no such

incapacity was detected in the subjects, nor was such a condition

anticipated in a society heir,ily exposed to television and film.

Instrumentation. Instrumentation was through ut4lization of a 16mm

projector of the open reel to reel type. Projection was made on a screen

so that the image was not less than one foot across its shortest dimension

1.4hen viewed from a distance of not greater tnan three feet. In each case

the subject was asked if he could see the projected picture clearly.

All responded in the affirmative.

Three examples of each of the three conventions were edited

fron a variety of theatrical and educational films so that subjects might

'<imi the transitional conventions in various contexts. A written descriptioA



of the action shown in each film clip, which was read to each subject,

served as a substitute for the sound track where such existed (Appendix

A).

The writer believes Oat demonstrating these transitional conventions

in a specially made film free of contextual clues would be artificial and

contrary to the theme of this study and unlike any film or videotape

presentation that the subject might ever see. There is )o doubt that

contextual clues play a significant part in correctly identifying the

meaning intrinsic and intended in filmic transitional conventions and the

theme of this study was to determine whether transitions are perceived

in that context and nothing more.

Stimulus Materials. The materials used consisted of nine film

segments of 16 to 35 seconds in duration, each separated by six feet of

opaque leader. There were three examples of each of the three transitions which

were edited from a short subject Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer film, "The Lady or the

Tiger?," and from segments of #211 and 11214 weekly editions of "Industry on

Parade," Radio and Television Department, National Association of Manufacturers,

2 East 48th Street, New York, New York. In addition, an out-take from an

Indiana University graphics training film, and an out-take from an Indiana

University film on "Military Drill" were used. One of the segments

was in color and the remainder in black and white, Color or the lack of it

was not a significant f 3r since the subjects and action pictured were

familiar to any American cfld and differentiation of figure and ground was

not in the least difficult. The transitions consisted of three examples oF
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image increase on a cut, three examples of clean exit, and lastly, three

examples of lap dissolve, spliced together in a random ordec%

As previously noted, the sound track, where such existed, was not

used and a written description of the action was read as it occurred.

Treatment. After subject screening, each child was seated before

the viewing screen. Each clip was shown and the description of the

action read. After each element under study had been viewed the film

was stopped. The subject was then asked what he perceived aslhaving

happened concerning the transition. His open-ended response was tape

recorded. The recording was transcribed for ease of evaluation by

judging panel. Treatmerlt was the same for each subject.

Scoring. Scoring was done by each judge by evaluating the

transcript of each subject's response and determining as correctly or

incorrectly perceived each of the three stimulus conditions arxoss eech of

the three example film clips (nine examples per subject). Correct per-

caption of each of the nine transitional convention examples was marked

on the individual subject's scorecard printed opposite the transcript of

his responses. An example of this scoring matrix is shown.

Example

Stimulus element

Tl T2 13

El

I.2

C3_

Figure 2. Individual Scorecard
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Experimental Design

This experimental design included threc stimulus elements in three

contextual situations across four age groups.

Stimulus elements (filmic transitional conventions) consisted of:

lap-dissolve (T1), clean exit (12), and image magnification 0.3).

Treatments were: film clip I (El), film clip 2 (E2), and film

clip 3 (E3). Age was of four levels: 5 year old (A5), 7 year olds (A7),

9 year olds (A9), and 11 year olds (All).

Treatment and stimulus elements were independent variables, age was

a control variable and the dependent variable was the total number of judged

correct responses by each subject for each stimulus element in each

treatment.



El

E2

E3

TI

Examp le

Film clip 1 (El)

Film clip 2 (E2)

Film clip 3 (E3)

T2 T3

Transition

Lap-dissolve (T1)

Clean exit (T2)

Image Magnification

Figure 3. Experimental Design

56

A9

A7

All

Age

year olds (AS)

7 year olds (A7)

(T3) 9 year olds (A9)

ll year olds (All)
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Hypotheses

I. As children, between the ages of 5 and 11, get older, they recognize

with increasing accuracy the intended meaning of certain conventional

visual filmic transitions (image magnification, clean exit, lap

dissulve).

2. As children, between the ages of 5 and 11 get older, they perceive the

intended meaning of certain conventional visual filmic transitions (image

size magnification, clean exit, lap dissolve) in a hierarchical pattern

of frequency. That is, one of the three transitions tested is

perceived more frequently than a second, which is perceived more

frequently than a third.

Null Hypotheses

1. There is no significant difference in the recognition by children

between the ages of 5 and 11, Cf. the intended meaning of certa!r

conventional visual filmic transitions (image magnification, cle.7.-s4

exit, lap dissolve)

2. As.children, between the ages of 5 and cet older, they do not

perceive the intended meaning of cortain conventional visual filmic'

transitions (image size magnification, clean exit, lap dissolve) in

a hierarchical pattern of frequency. That is, one of the three

transitions tested is not perceived more frequently than the oers.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOU

Results

Analysis of the data required the scoring of each suuject's

transcribed responc,e, by each judge, as to whether or not the subject

perceived the transitiona; Liements sLokin to him. The totaled responses,

Jy judge may be seen oeginninq witn Table 4; ordcrcd responses grouped

Jy acje, judge and oy type of tran:6t. , may 61.! sec., ,),-29;6A:ng

Table 13.

The orjercd and totaled data rc entered en arrputcr Jta cards,

and a rep%Tated measures analysis ef vari,nce derived througl e C:1003V

Prograq (Heal.n Sciences Co,:.puting Facility, U.0 L_._.v.)

Index Judge

1um.4er of Levels

Age

3 4

SutJ;ect Type of Transition

15 3

The computer print-out provit-ed tae folicwiing rnformation:

..,ource Swi of Squares Denrees of F:-eLdoo

Jud,..;es .2111 2

Age Itif_1.2000 3

Type !,2.0773

Subject (Ale) 125.9556

Judge x Age g3)
Judge A Type .177a

Age A Type 59.74) 6

Judge A Subject (Age) 13.!)111 112

Suoject x Type (A)e) 113.2444 112

JU694! A Age x Type 1.1;!;36 12

.;uoge x SuJject x Tyfgt 3).4222 224

Mczn Square

.1c56

4S.7333

2.'24)1

.4640,1'01

iVo'l
.16/1
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F values were calculated to determine the significance of variability

due to judges, age, type of transition and interaction between judges and

type of transition.

Results were as follows:

Mean square of variable (J) .1056

mean squar-. of error term JxS (A) .1242

.85, therefore variability among judges were insignificant.

Mean square of variable (A) 48.73.0
mean square of error term S (A) -1721432-

21.67, therefore variability among ages was significant at

the .001 level.

meon square of variaiJle (T) 26.033)

suare of erri37-17.:73Y4xT (A)

15.83, therefore variability among types of transitions was

sipificant at tne .001 le%el.

;ean square of the interaction between variables JxT .0444

Mean squisre of error tern JxSxT 17T

.27, therefore variability due to the interaction between judge:.

and types of transitions was insignificant.

Thus, variability in scores is due to age and type of transitions,

each having been demonstrated to be significant at the .001 level.

Cell totals are as follows:

Judge 1 (Simmons) 2 (Terman) 3 (Turner)

417 425 424

Ago 1 (5) 2 (7) 3 (9) 6 (n)
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Cell means (maximum score of three) are as follows:

Judge 1 (Simmons) 2 (Terman) 3 (Turner)

2.3167 2.3611 2.3556

Age 1 (5) 2 (7) 3 (9) 14 (I:)

1.6963 1.9352 2.7333 2.9630

Type 1 (image mag.) 2 (Time Dissolve) 3 (Clean Exit)

2.1111 2.1389 2.7833

TABLE 3. CELL MEANS

Thc age cell means support the intial hypo.,hcsis that, as children

get older, they recognize with increasing accuracy 04 intended meaning of

certain conventional filmic transitions (image magnification, 1,:_pdissolve

and clean exit).

The type of transition cell means support the second hypothesis that

there is hierarchical pattern in the frequency of rcognition in children,

between 5 and 11, of the intended meaning of certain conventional visual

filmic transitions (image magnification, clean exit, lap dissolve). The

sequence of transitions of the three utilized were dean 0x1t, most

frequently perceived; time dissolve, ne.,t mor.t fl-equIntly perceived; and

image magnification on a cut, least frec,Jently perceived. Notice however,

that of the last two transitions, score totals are quite close, i.e., 385,

380. Thus, it would be Improper to base any production decisions on the
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Discussion

This study was designed to investigate children's perceptions of

selected filmic conventions. Previous related studies by Neu (Penn. State:

1950), "The Effect of Attention Gaining Devices on Film -- Bediated

Learning," -nd by Mercer (Penn. State: 1352) "The Relationship of Optical

Effect and Film Literacy to Learning from Instructional Films," dealt

with learning, as is apparent in the titles. In addition, su'Ljects

utilized in both studies were dra:- rem military populations of young

male adults. There has been, based on an extensive search of the literature,

no study related to how children perceive filwic transitions. Tnis study

has been concerned with just such perception.

Hypothesis I stated "As children, between the agus of 5 and 11,

get older, they recognize with increasing accuracy the intended meaning

of certain conventional visual filmic transitions (image magnification,

clean exit, lap dissolve)." 4

Hypothesis 2 stated "As children, between the ages of 5 and 11 get

older, they perceive the intended meaning of certain conventional vis.Jal

filmic transitions (image size magnification, clean exit, lap dissolve) in a

hierarchical pattern of frequency. That is, one of the three transition$

tested is perceived more frequently than a second, which is perceived more

frequently than a third."

Hypotheses 1 and 2 were Loth supported at the .001 level of
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The following is an edited transcript of the judges evaluation of

the subjects responses. The evaluations are a Gestalt, if you will,

which may provide some additional insight into how the results of this

study may be utilized by producers of films for children.

Judge 1 (Gary Simmons)

The most obvious distinction I saw was that the five and

seven year aids fall info a group, and the nine and 11 year olds

fall inco a group. The nine and 11 year olds are basically vary

sophisticated because the li year olds consistently knew every

technique or they came awfully close to it. They also were

able to talk about film technique. They consistently talked

about camera movement, and about cutting film. It wasn't in

a sophisticated way but it demonstrated an obvious awareness

of film technique. The five and seven year olds, I think, for

their age, were amazingly aware, but the things that amazed me

about the five year olds was that they would recognize a

technique such as getting clos:tr in order tomake something look

bigger in one instance, and then turn right around and be

oblivious to it in another. I think the main idea is that

context must be kind of important to them in recognizing the

particular effect.

I was amazed most at the fact that the 5 year olds couldn't

begin to articulate what was happening and yet they pretty

consistently necognized, by their answers anyway, the fact that

some action had taken place outside of the film.' For instance,

the plane had to take off before you could see the ground from

the plane. With any of the time lapse things; any of the

dissolves; they recognized almost universally that some kind of

action had taken place.

They would say, well maybe it took him two minutes to get

there, or maybe he ran fast, but they didn't seem to be

impressed by the possibility that magicarly the person had simply

been incorporated in another place. It just didn't just happen

like that. They recognized that he had to get there and they

accounted for some kind of time.

I think because of that discreppricy in time, where they say

two hours and they mean two minutes, I would give them the



just because of the way the questions went, and the way the responses
went, there were a number of times when I felt they just weren't
able to articulate but that they understood, in at least some
limited fashion. We might be underestimating in that sense.
That may not be true with say, size changes. Now there they just
obviously didn't understand. There they said the -ubject growed,
or somebody was under the ground pushing him up, but even there
what does he (the subject) mean by pushing him up? Again there
were times when the word up or that type of thing meant ultimately
to become closer.

One kid said we were looking down, and he never quite said
we were far removed, but I got Lheimpression that it was a kind of

I a stadium experience. That he had been above something and it
looked smaller.

I tended to try to get a Gestalt feeling from the kid's
response. I tricd as best I could when he wasn't articulating
spQcifically the words, to get feeling for whether he understood,
eveq though there were timcs when he contradicted himself within the
sark! statement. But that contradiction sometimes leaned to a
very specific direction. In other words, what i tried to avoid was
a kind of no dccision answer. I tried to go one way, or the other,
and I did in fact in every case which might not have always been
valid, but I think it was in a lot of cases.

Concerning clean exit clips, I don't think I remember more than
one response, out of the whole thing, where a kid even hinted
at th-: fact that he believed that the object haddisappeared.
Everybody, including the five year lds, if you asked whrre the
object went, might say Kansas City, but very definitely implied
that the thing was still around.

Another interesting thing is that the children, including the
5 year olds, in the sequence where the plane is shown taxiing,
followed by a shot of the ground from the air, accepted the situation
without surprise. They just very calmly assumed that they were up
in the air, and they were looking at the ground. Flight, and thSt
kind of point of view is so universal now to our culture that little
kids who perhaps have never flown just say, "Well now we're in the air,"
I think that is pretty fantastic since there was no visual link at all
between the take off, and the shot from the air. There were no
other cues to associate the grounc with the plane in that shot. There
were no other planes on the ground and there weren't any runways.
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Some of them went so far as to talk about the fact that maybe
the take off wasn't seen because it was obscurcd by clouds. They
made association by that route. Another interesting fact was that
you have camera placement, and they assumed that the field of
vision was limited by the camera, thus, the object would move out
ef frame, and do whatever it was going to do, and thcn be picked up
later. Again this is a pretty complex visual. One kid kept
talking about the line which he identified finally as the edge of
the frame. He was so aware of visual context -- by the time he
watches television and movies and wnatever other kind of visual
thing he sees beyond that -- slides for instance, in the home -- he
is very used to a rectangolar kind of format, or least a linear
format with a linear perimeter. Things move in and out of that
frame and he doesn't have to see them anymore. There's no wonder
on his part. I think that one of the things that amazes me is
that kids just don't seem to be amazed.

One girl said "Who wants to see them walking down the stairs?"
"That's not interesting." that's already a film editing concept
in the sense of pacing. That's already being aware of audience
needs in terms of film interest, and that's pretty wild. Another
thing I was amazed at, was that few of them were really distracted
by the subject matter. You'd think that right away they would get
off into the subject matter rather than technique. But they
were vary avare basically, of the fact that you were asking some
kind of question about what was happening visually. Every once in
a while they got hung up on the fact that it was the princess, or
that it was the father, or the boy friend was kissing her, and he
shouldn't !lave been, or something like that, but by and large
they were very awc-e of the technique.

The thing that interested me was that visual problems -- and
this may be reading too much into it -- are not out of their range
of interest and capabilities. You knew they could speculate
somcwhat about what was happening to the action presentation,
rather than getting all balled up in whether the king had shoes on,
or not. For a five year old I think that is doing pretty well.

The clip about the lettering confused some of the young ones as
much as anything. I think there were more answers that said, yes,
he just did it fast, than any other place I ncticed.

The problem seemed to be that it was a matched dissolve, and the
_
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Only one person suggested the car just disappeared in smoke.
All the others assumed that it either went into the pits, or it
went to a ramp, or it went to the finish line, or it went to
the parking lot, and so on.

The size problem for these kids seemed the greatest with the
statuettes.

They didn't seem to have any trouble basically with the drum
major, in image magnification, except for one boy. If the entire
person or thing was shown, he didn't have any difficulty with it,
but when the frame showed only part of the body, which it did in
that drum major cut, he wasn't able to perceive it. At first
he began to say they (the cameramen) physically cut off parts
of the drum jajor's body, but tnen he realized that that wasn't
too rational, and modified that to suggest a portion of his body
w3s out of the frame.

Judg_ 2 (Phil Terman)

On the whole I felt the transcript provided a fairly good
evaluation of the children's understanding of the transitions.
Thc: task that the children were asked to perform seemed to be
readily understood by, them and most of tnem seemed capable in
responding in some fashion or other. On several occasions
when the subject was a little reticent in his answering or a
little slow the interviewer tended todo a little coaching and
permitted the subject to answer with yes or no. In such
a sirqation, it was more difficult to judge if tbe subject had
a correct understanding of a particular transitional device.
But. I only make this as a minor criticism becuase, on the whole,
over the sixty subjects there seemed to be a fairly large degree
of agreement. For example, subjects of the obest age group
seemed to be most consistent in their recognition of these
transitional devices and this broke down with younger groups.
There were some notable exceptions. Some of the subjects who were
seven and even five years old were able to produce some rather
startling observations concerning the making of films. There
were even the occasional statements referring to changing focal
lengths and film editing techniques. These types of responses
were more than were requested by the interviewer and probably
will get buried in the data, but I think they were very
interesting observations. Occasionally, as I noted earlier, the
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likely to cause problems in younger age groups. In such a

situation I usually based my determination on the initial

response indicating recognition, or non-rccognition of the

transitional device, if it seemed the subject was merely

responding as he supposed the interviewer wished him to

respond. I think, on the whole, for this large a sample there

is a large degree of internal consistency within groups which

would, in turn, support the validity of the results.

Judge 3 (Lynn Turner)

One of the things that ;mpressed me most, in reading the

responses of the children, was the commonality of what you might

call the mistakes of thc 5 year olds in particular, and even of

some of the 7 year olds. For instance, on imane magnification,

the children frequently would say that the image got larger

because the slave stood up, or because the .octory worker pot the

base of the statue on it and made it bigger. In other words,

taller meant bigger to them. In other caes, subjects said that the

person got older, or just grew. There seem to be virtually no

difficulty in recognizing clean exit examples, even on the part

of the five year olds. Some of the few failures to respond

correctly on this were due to no response at all, and there night

have been a possibility that they just didn't understand the

question. I don't know. Again it was pretty much universal that

everyone knew that tne object still existed after it left the

screen.
4

It was my impression that the five year olds, and again some

of the 7 year olds, had a little more difficulty with the dissolves.

The one that seem to give them the most trouble was the one

demonstrating lettering, and it was not uncommon for them to say

that the dissolve, from four letters complete to the entire word

complete, was caused by the person writing extra fast. This

seemed to give them quite a bit of trouble. Rarely did 11 year

olds rrdss any of the questions. They seemed to pretty much expless

a clear understanding of what was going on all the way through.

The nine year olds seemed to have this in common too. They seemed

to be a little closer to the 11 year olds, and the 7 year olds

seemed to be a little closer to the 5 year olds in their responses,

however, there were a number of very sharp 7 year olds who performed

,c nc rhn q vpn r olds. I found it very diFficuit
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purpose of this study was to determine how children, between

the ages of 5 and 11, perceive selected conventional filmic transitions.

Secondly, to determine if there was an emergent recognition pattBrn

among the three types evaluated: image magnification on a cut (o .:amera

transition), lap dissolve (an optical transition), and clean/exit (a

'subject transition).

The research was condu,:ted with fifteen subects from each of

four age groups (5, 7, 9 and 11). Selection of subjects was made from

xncmg the children of Indiane University students resident in University

housing, including Hoosier Courts, Campus View, and Tulip Tree House.

The age level into which the selected child was grouped was that of his

age as of the date of the experiment.

Film clip examples were selected from a number of theatrical and

educational films, and were of a type commonly encountered by children via

film, or on television. The film clips were randomized in their sequence of

placement in the experimental film, and were spaced with six feet of

opaque leader between each clip. Three examples of each of the three filmic

transitional conventions, as described above, were projected by 16mm

projector on a screen in clear view of the subject. A written description of
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vitioldied (APPtindhit A). After vac-% ciip ha*. cen souen. the fill* w4t

stco.114, and the susject alked tur IP-se exp.crinrntcr wilAt Sc perceived as

.4wift$ happened relevant to Uat particular transition (Appendix A).

Vtic 10.0O;CCts, rosoonte4 furthot cuPcstions by the experirenter, And further

responses on the part oi i b;ect, were tape recorded and transcribed.

The trAnscript of the cllildren's rr'ipOntes was evaluated Ly three

::rianced graduate students ;In thc Division of Instructional Syste,s

:op.ology of Indi4r.a university. OA thg L441$ Of 04 transcriPto C4CA

-t;e datarained whether the s.bjcct perceived, or foiled to percehe the

i!.,tended cow Ng In V.:. tansition presented. Eacki judge entcred that

tc:4inaticA oo a matrix, as a score of I (perceived), or 0 (lot lerccived)

(frie 2).

Each judge's corApleted score *Ace( was then ordtred by age, 'Ind

tyx of transitional cler.,!nt, and sub-totals and tota/s entered

(Fisure

Analyses of tee data showed the following effects to be ste:istically

I. Subjects perzeived, with increaing accuracy, the )ntended

meaning of the selected conventional filmic transitions.

2. There was an emergent recNnition pattern in the perceptico

of the Intended meaning of the salected conventional filmic

transitions, such that clean exit examples were, to a considerable

degree, most frequently perceived, followed by lap dissolve,

followed by image magnification oh cut. Thc last tao transitions
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were found to be perceive6 at almost tht frequency.

Other evaluated sources of v.,ria4ility were determined to be

statistically insignificant.

Cenelusions

Bdseo on tt%e findings, tt- lajor conclusions .1,1:

1. LLen cnildrea of the groups tested arc ;resented filn clips

containing certain fi:nic transitions (image magnificatiJn on a

cut, clean exir, lop dissolve), tilt.), perceive these

transitions, with increasing accuracy as they grow o!ier.

2. When children, of the ages of the groups tested, are

presented film clips containing certain filmic transitions

(imge magnification on a cut, clean exit, and lap dissolve),

they percei/c these trans:tions in such a man ier that they

most frecuently coriectly identify examples of clean exit, and,

to a mucr lesser degree, correctly identify examples of

lap dissolve, and examples of image magnification on a cut.

The last two transitions ara quite alike in the frequency

with which taey are perceived by the age groups tested.

RecommenJations

Based on the conclusions, the following recommeruations arc made

for further research in the child's perception of visual transitions:

69
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1. Enquiry Into the perceived medning of other types of filmic

transitions and devices among children. These filmic devices

range, from simple slow motion or time lapse to the most

obscure montaces.

2. Enquiry into the perceivcd .leaning of these, and other tynls of

filmic transitions and devices, among other t;lan an essentially

homogenous American age sample. These might examine singly,

or in comparison with other groups, different socio-economic

levels and different racial or cultur;-,1 groups, both in the

U.S., and in foreign countries.

In sum, an examination should be extended throughout the warp and

woof of film literacy, and indeed visual literacy, if, in a media dominated

society, viewers are to be anything more than ingenuous and passive

receptors, and if the brain not to be so readily tricked by the eye.

70
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MOTION PICTURES, FILMSTRIPS, AND RECORDINGS

Industry on Parade, No. 211 Radio and Television Department, National
AssociaTTETR Manufacturers, New York, 1557, 16mm, black and
white, sound, 27 minutes.

Industry on Parade, No. 214, Radio and Television Department, National
AssoCiation of Manufacturers, New York, 1957, 16mm, black and white,
sound, 27 minutes,.

The Lady or the Tiger? Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio. Hollywood, California,
771, 1-67Z7,Ulack and white, sound, 10 minutes.

Out takes from Lettering Instructional Materials, Audio-Visual Center,
Indiana University, Bloomington, 1117117iriT,--1-954, 16mm, black and
white, sound, 22 minutes.

Out takes from Military Drill, Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana, 1954, 16mm, color, sound, 10 minutes.
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APPENDIX A

Description of Film Segments
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Description of Film Segments

Information in quotations below is that read to each suaject during

the viewing of each film segment. Narrative segments are, of course, in

the same random order as the film segments shown, Duration of each film

clip, type of transition, and film clip description is shown above each

narrative segment and the question asked of the subject is shown below

each narrative segment.

1. (26 seconds) (image size increase on a cut) Balfour factory; workman

fastening bases to metal statuettes; cut to medium of close up

statuette.

"Here is a workman in a factory. He's putting the bottom part

on little statues. Now we can see the statue as he turns it Around.

it looks bigger."

"How did the statue get bigger?"

2. (22 seconds) (Clean exit) Motor home driving along alcountry road; cut

to close up as it turns right across bridge, clean exits, next shown

on long shot near factory, cut 03 close up of factory.

"Here's a camper truck driving along a road. Now its crossing a

bridge. There it goes. And now we see it near a big factory on sate

other road and now we see the factory."

"When the camper truck crossed the little bridge we couldn't see

it for a little while. Where did it go?"
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3. (25 seconds) (Clean exit) Passenger plane clean exits the frame;

next shot is from pilot window while in flight.

"Here's a big plane and its rolling along the ground. Now

we're up in the airplane looking down at the clouds."

"When the plane was rolling on the ground we couldn't see

it for a little while. Where did it go?"

4. (22 seconds) (Time lap dissolve) Old slave and woman embracing

and smiling in an ancient forum or circus, crowd cheering, confetti

falling on them, cut to emperor smiling on dias in the forum,

dissolve to emperor in daughter's room, walks to daughter, kisses

hnr on forehead.

"Here's An old man and there's a woman there and they're both

in big circus and the crowd is very happy and they're throwing

down little Pieces of paper. The king is very icappy and he's

laughing. Now he's in his own room and he's kissing his daughter

on the head and he's going out the door."

"We saw the king at the circus and next we saw him at his

house. How did that happen?"

(16 seconds) (Image size increase on a cut) Drum major leading band,

drum major halts, close up of drum major, extreme close up of drum

major, allows whistle to fall from his mouth.

"Here's a marching band and there's a man leading the band

and he has a whistle in his mouth and*now he's letting the whistle

"ID
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fall out of his mGuth." Now he looks bigger."

."How did the man get bigger?"

6. (29 seconds) (Time lap dissolve) Empenor opens door to daughter's

room, cut to daughter and young man embracing, cut to reaction

shot of emperor, motions guards in, cut to guards taking away

young man, they exit frame, zoom in'to close up of daughter in

tears, lap dissolve to young man in prison.

,/

"Here's the emperor opening a door and he sees his daughter

kissing her boy friend and he tells his soldiers to take the boy

friend away. They're taking him away and his girl friend is

crying. Now we see him in prison."

"We saw the boy frieud beiny taken away and then right after

that we saw him in prison. How did that happen?"

(19 seconds) (Time lap dissolve) Close up of man's hands as he

ctters word °LETTERING" using a Varigrapn lettering instrument,

completes first three letters, then lap dissyive to completed

word as hand and Varigraph are moved to the right of the frame.

"Here's a mol printing some words with a special machine. Ha's

printed L, E, T, and he's finishing another letter T. Now he's 04

finished with the lettering."

"When we first saw him working he had only half the word done

then, all of a sudden, he was finished. How did that happen?"
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of Emperor
8. (35 seconds) (Image size increase on a cut) Medium sho

on dias in forum, long shot of crowd in forum, cut to ledium shot

of prison cell door built into wall of the forum, slab released

through cell door, cut to close up of slave, cut to reletion

shot of emperor who beckons slave to come to him, cut long

shot of slave walking toward him, stops, bows, matchin action

close up of slave as he stands up.

"Here's a crowd of people in a big circus and thcl re

watching something and there's the king being fanned b) some slaves.

Here comes a prisoner out of the jail cell, and he's 1c)king around

and now he's coming over near the khg, and he's kneelirj down.

He's bowing to the king. Now he's standing up. He loc ,s bigger."

"How did the man get bigger?"

9. (30 seconds) (Clean exit) Long shot of two stunt cars weiving through

obstacles, cut to two race cars in similar action4in op site

direction (left to right), cut to car racing up ramp (s me screen

direction) another drives between ramp sections, cut to (ight to left
shot of car racing out of a simulated cannon, through b ilow of smoke,

clean exits to left, cut io three passenger cars in suc ession

exiting factory.

"Here are two cars racing along. Now there are tw cars racing

the other way. Now here's a car going up over a ramp a d one's going

underneath at the same time. Now here's a car being 0, t out of a
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cannon and there it goes. And now here are some cars coming out of

a factory."

"Aftqr the car got shot out of the cannon where did it go?"

/

vi.
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Instruction to Judges

Each of the three judges was shown the experimental film prior

to evaluating the responses of the subjects. The film was reshown on

request at any time during the evaluation period. They were asked to

determine, to till best of their ability, whether the children, on the basis

of their responses, recognized the filmic transittons shown.

For image magnification, they were asked to evaluate the responses

to determine if the children made some statement that indicated they

recognized image size could be increased by decreasing the relative

camera-to-subject distance, i.e., either the camera was moved closer to

the subject, or the subject was moved closer to the camera. Switching from

a short to a longer lens would accomplish the same thing, but ipt was

assumed few subjects would be of a level of sophistication to offer this

equally correct response.

For clean exit, the responses should have indicated the children

recognized the object or person clean exiting continued to exit,

though he or it was no longer in view, and that the subsequent scene occurred

at a later time, and/or, a different location.

For lap dissolve, the responses should have indicated the children

recognized the time and/or place after the dissolve to be different than

that before it.

Their evaluation of the responses for each clip was marked as yes

(transition nacognized), or no (transition not recognized), at the place

83



provided on the transcript.

The writer compiled the judges evaluations as may be seen

beginning at Table 4.
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